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APPROPRIATION (RECURRENT 2017–18) SUPPLEMENTARY BILL 2018 
APPROPRIATION (CAPITAL 2017–18) SUPPLEMENTARY BILL 2018 

Cognate Debate — Motion 

On motion by Mr D.A. Templeman (Leader of the House), resolved — 

That leave be granted for the Appropriation (Recurrent 2017–18) Supplementary Bill 2018 and the 
Appropriation (Capital 2017–18) Supplementary Bill 2018 to be dealt with cognately. 

Second Reading — Cognate Debate 

Resumed from 31 October 2018. 

MR T.J. HEALY (Southern River) [4.01 pm]: I rise with great excitement to speak on the Appropriation 
(Recurrent 2017–18) Supplementary Bill 2018 and the Appropriation (Capital 2017–18) Supplementary Bill 2018. 
I am very, very proud to be a member of a government that is managing the finances well, and I would like to 
speak today about a number of things in my local community. I am very, very proud to speak about these things. 
It is only because of the government’s good management of the finances and its commitment to delivering on what 
it promised that I am able to speak to members about those awesome, great, wonderful things that we have 
delivered and will continue to deliver in the electorate of Southern River for the people of Canning Vale, Gosnells, 
Huntingdale and Southern River, and their surrounds. 

I will go through a series of exciting things in my area. We promised to build two Canning Vale train stations in 
our area as part of the Metronet Thornlie–Cockburn Link. I can inform members that this month we commenced 
work on the Thornlie–Cockburn Link. Labor built the Mandurah line and the Thornlie line and Labor has 
commenced works on the Thornlie–Cockburn line. Earlier in September I invited almost 100 members of my local 
community, including student counsellors from my local school, board chairs and P&C heads, to what we will 
most likely call the Nicholson Road train station, and we started digging. I gave every single person a piece of 
track and a little shovel, and we started digging the Thornlie–Cockburn Link. 

I would like to acknowledge Aspiri Primary School, Bletchley Park Primary School, Caladenia Primary School, 
Campbell Primary School, Canning Vale College, Carey Baptist College, Excelsior Primary School, Forrestdale Primary 
School, Harrisdale Senior High School, Huntingdale Primary School, Southern Grove Primary School,  
Southern River College, St Munchin’s Catholic Primary School and the Wirrabirra Education Support Centre. 
I say thank you to the student representatives, parents, families, board chairs and parent committee members who 
came out and commenced the works for the Thornlie–Cockburn Link. I thank them and their school communities 
for joining transport and Metronet minister Rita Saffioti and me, Terry Healy, at the commencement of works for 
the Metronet Thornlie–Cockburn Link to begin the digging process. At the school graduations this year, I will very 
proudly present a picture of us digging and formally give participants a photo and a framed copy of this Hansard, 
which will show and discuss the fact that we began that important work. 

I also inform the Parliament of the 2019 Metronet roadshow. Every year, local members have done a Metronet 
roadshow, and this year—I know the member for Dawesville is excited to hear this—it will be at the local shopping 
centres on Saturday, 5 October. There will be two local train stations, known colloquially as the Nicholson Road 
train station and the Ranford Road train station. We have put out a survey to hear from the community what they 
want to name their train stations. Inspired by the naming process initiated by the members for Belmont and 
Forrestfield last year, we will be asking members of the community to continue that conversation, because these 
stations are owned by the community; they are from the community. Do they want them to be called Canning Vale 
station, Jandakot station, Saffioti station or Dawesville station? That one, probably not. 

Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup: Terry Healy station! 

Mr T.J. HEALY: No, no, no. Thank you very much, though, member! 

We will be at Forest Lake Shopping Centre on Saturday, 5 October from 10.00 am to 11.15 am. Members will be 
there to talk to people and show them the maps and all the information. We will also be at The Vale Shopping Centre 
from 11.30 am to 12.45 pm, and Harrisdale Shopping Centre from 1.00 pm to 2.15 pm. Come on down, look at 
the maps, and talk to us about the vibration matting that we are laying. Talk to us about the train station designs. Talk 
to us about the new bus routes. This is one of the most exciting, transformative projects in our area for a generation, 
and it will be wonderful to have people down there. People can access my Facebook page and complete the survey 
from there, or they can contact my office. 
In talking about the recurrent funding within this bill, members will be aware that on the weekend the government 
announced $200 million for the school maintenance blitz. Because of our management of finances and the way in 
which the Treasurer and the government has done what it has done, we are in a position to be able to invest 
$200 million into every single Western Australian school, in the electorates of all members. Every single one of your 
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schools will be receiving money for urgent and required maintenance. We are going to be able to employ local people 
to do the work. I still remember the Building the Education Revolution stimulus package of the former federal Labor 
government. I was in a hall on Saturday night at St Munchin’s Catholic Primary School; we had a disco night and — 
Dr D.J. Honey interjected. 
Mr T.J. HEALY: The BER went to all schools. 
All the halls and infrastructure were very well maintained; that is humbling for me. Politics aside, I have some of 
the poorest schools in WA in my electorate. The government is investing money in some of the poorest, neediest 
communities, and it is so well appreciated. That is what I am here for. I am still a bit naive and very new to this 
chamber, but the government is investing $3.2 million into schools in Southern River. That is what we are here 
for—the schools and the families. We are upgrading toilet blocks admin blocks and paths, doing painting, working 
on asbestos, and working on so many other things. There are needy families here and young people whose lives 
will be transformed. It will happen in every single public school in Western Australia. 
I will quickly read through some of the funding that my community is receiving: Ashburton Drive Primary School, 
$332 000; Bletchley Park Primary School, $163 000; Caladenia Primary School, $52 000; and Campbell Primary 
School, $52 000. I am rounding some of the figures down; I will lay the list on the table for the rest of the day. 
The list continues: Canning Vale College, $193 000; Excelsior Primary School, $52 000; Huntingdale Primary 
School, $52 000; and Southern Grove Primary School, $6 500. Southern Grove is a new school that we opened 
just a few months ago. The list continues: Southern River College, where I used to teach, almost $700 000; 
Wirrabirra Education Support Centre, $58 000; Wirrabirra Primary School, $152 000; Gosnells Primary School, 
$52 000; and Harrisdale Senior High School, almost $20 000. Then, of course, the Seaforth Primary School, where 
I was yesterday, will get $1.4 million. That school and community are greatly appreciative of that money. 
We have also been doing a lot of other things in our community. Members know that I came from Southern River 
College. One of my biggest election promises was $8.4 million towards the development of a sports hall at 
Southern River College. It has been two and a half years since I taught at that school, but students started to play in 
that sports hall last week. We did it with $8.4 million! It is brand new. When people drive along Southern River Road 
at night, they will see it illuminated beautifully. We still have to work on turning the gym into a community 
performing arts centre and redoing the science labs, but we delivered the sports hall that we promised, which was 
a broken promise from the 2013 election. Young people are playing in it now. The community also supports my 
call for it to be named the “Pat Morris sports hall”. I look forward to that happening later this year or at the start 
of next year when all the work is completed. 
Canning Vale College has received $2 million, which was used to build a student services centre and upgrade the tennis 
courts. I thank the former Liberal candidate David Goode, now councillor, who is the board chair, for working with 
us and asking us what we wanted to do with the money. I also thank the fantastic principal and school community. 
The Minister for Education and Training came out last week and we opened it. Again, that was fantastic to see. 
As promised, there have been two new primary schools. Since I spoke about this last time, we have opened one primary 
school. Members will be aware of Bletchley Park Primary School in my electorate, built by the previous Labor 
government. No schools were built in my electorate for 10 years. Bletchley Park was overcrowded with more than 
1 100 students. The former member for Southern River was called Petrol Pete, because there was a controversy 
before the election about moving the kindy off site to a petrol station, which I helped to stop. No primary schools 
were built for 10 years in one of the fastest-growing suburbs. We opened Southern Grove Primary School this 
year. It is a fantastic school. The second primary school that we promised—its planning name is Riverbank primary 
school—in the Riverbank estate will start construction next year and open in 2021. Families will then have a place 
to send their children. It is absolutely fantastic. 
Mr F.M. Logan: Here is an MP who’s doing things. 
Mr T.J. HEALY: Thank you, minister. Can I say it is not just me; it is because I have the minister and we have 
a majority of members in this chamber who stand up for jobs and local commitments. I certainly appreciate that 
we have a government that has the will to stand up and do some of what it said it would do, and I say thank you. 

We have also started the indoor cricket nets. I promised $150 000 for the Gosnells Cricket Club at Sutherland Park 
Reserve. Building started this year. Recently, a police forum was held in the hall that adjoins the cricket club nets 
at Sutherland park. Local coppers Craig Stephen from Gosnells and Quentin from Canning Vale Police Station 
were there. Of course, the community in our area is so appreciative that we kept our promise that it discussed it at 
the police forum. We promised to extend the hours at Canning Vale Police Station, something that the previous 
government refused to do. Remember, we promised, and delivered, an extension to weekday operating hours from 
a 4.00 pm to a 7.00 pm close. We also increased the police presence in my area. The police forum was a great 
success. Member for Dawesville, I would like to say thank you again for your advice that helped volunteers to 
design a big sign. We certainly appreciated the member’s guidance. 
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Members, I now want to talk about a number of exciting things. 

Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup: That’s an achievement. He’s asking what I have done to help. 

Mr F.M. Logan: I asked him to name one thing he’s done. He’s done it—he’s helped you. 

Mr T.J. HEALY: Member for Dawesville, you definitely helped me inform my community about the awesome 
local police achievements in my electorate by helping my volunteers design a gigantic sign that said, “Local police 
forum: come along”. 

Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup: It might not help in 534 days. 

Mr T.J. HEALY: We will see. 

I would now like to talk about the Gosnells Lions Club, of which I am a very proud member, which celebrated its 
fiftieth anniversary this year. It is a fantastic organisation. In 1969, the Gosnells Lions Club became part of history—
it had its first meeting on the same day as the moon landing. It was then known as the Lions Club of Canning. It 
is now the Gosnells Lions Club and this year the club celebrated its fiftieth anniversary with festivities, community 
meetings and a multitude of other events. One of them was the very well attended and exciting fiftieth anniversary 
event on Saturday, 27 July at the Maddington Community Centre hall, where my church meets. It was a very well 
attended and fantastic event. 

The Gosnells Lions are an active, awesome community group that works very hard. It is involved in eye screening 
for primary school students, diabetes awareness, buddy benches in schools, the autism acceptance program, 
Lions Youth of the Year—a program that two of my former students, Tenuun Sandagdorj and Aaron Kendall, have 
gone through—disaster relief, lamington drives, school awards, the WA Lions Children of Courage, and Christmas 
cakes and mints. I will talk about Christmas cakes in a minute because that is where I have my longest-standing 
association with the Gosnells Lions Club. I would like to say that the Gosnells Lions Club membership currently—
they tell me—has 409 years of community service amongst them. I would like to mention a couple of them. 
Lions club president Dave Molcher, Karen Molcher, Kath and Brian Beech, Graham Lancaster, Doug Thompson, 
Sandra Waters, Dave and Mary Spray, Bryce and Alyssa Heggie, Aaron Kendall, and an army of many more. Last 
year alone, they raised $13 000 for community projects and other things. 

As members would know, Lions is one of the largest service organisations in the world. There are more than  
48 000 Lions clubs in the world—of course, Gosnells is the most important club—with more than 1.4 million members. 

I sadly inform the chamber of a role within the Gosnells Lions that I stepped down from today. If members go to my 
parliamentary biography page, they will see that I am listed as the local Santa Claus. Through the Gosnells Lions, 
I have very proudly been the local Santa Claus in my electorate for many years. Every year, for many years, we 
have gone through the streets of Southern River, Gosnells, Huntingdale and Canning Vale on the back of a float. 

Ms A. Sanderson interjected. 

Mr T.J. HEALY: For those members who have children at home, please turn down the sound right now. I have 
assisted Santa, I should say, by being the local Santa Claus. They have used a trailer from which we have blared 
music. I have rung a bell. I have done my “Ho! Ho! Ho!” Unfortunately, I cannot continue because I am a dad now 
of a one-year-old and a three-year-old and will be at school graduations every night in December. We do it for 
two weeks every December — 

Mr P.J. Rundle interjected. 

Mr T.J. HEALY: Member for Roe, I am glad you interjected, because I have put out the call. It is now time for 
me to step down as the local Santa Claus and I call upon members. Member for Roe, maybe you could step into 
my shoes. 

I now help to mail out invites to the local area. The Scouts volunteer, but I have to inform members, sadly, that 
I have stepped down as the local Santa Claus. I thank the community for its support. I would like to invite members 
to the Lions community fair to be held on Saturday, 17 November at Gosnells Recreation Ground, to celebrate the 
fantastic initiatives and legacy of our great club. 

[Member’s time extended.] 

Mr T.J. HEALY: I also inform the Parliament and acknowledge 35 years of Thornlie Christian College. I officially 
transcribe into the Parliament of Western Australia that from 2020, the great Thornlie Christian College will be 
known as “Providence Christian College”. I acknowledge principal Brian Innes; deputy principal Mike Kingsford; 
year 12 head girl, Lily Smith; and year 12 head boy, Lachlan Wallis. I now would like to quote something principal 
Bill Innes is reported as saying in the Gosnells Examiner today. The principal says this, and he says it very well, 
and this is what I would like to inscribe into the annals of this chamber of this Parliament — 
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“Our commitment to every single one of our past students is that we will not allow our heritage of 35 years 
to be lost, diminished or disregarded. “Providence Christian College will rise on the shoulders of past and 
current students of Thornlie Christian College.” 

… 

“We are confident that our new name will establish itself firmly in the hearts and minds of our community.” 

I would like to talk about some of the wins we have had in my local community. I would like to thank the council. 
I have a fantastic, very hardworking local government in Gosnells. It has a very hardworking CEO, directors, 
councillors and staff. I thank them for their partnership in delivering all the things. I have found that as a member 
of Parliament, rather than confining myself to just state matters, when we all sit down together we can find some 
fantastic resolutions. I would like to read through a few of these achievements. We promised and delivered 
a brand-new science lab at Ashburton Drive Primary School. With $25 000, the school was also able to purchase 
iPads, chairs, and some fantastic technology and equipment. It was a fantastic investment. 

I have been doing playground audits for the past 12 months. I take my kids to the local park where we meet with 
people from the local area. Whilst my kids are playing, we talk about what shade sails and rubber matting needs 
to be fixed. We work with the council to talk about lighting and safety aspects. I am happy to report that we were 
able to fix the rubber matting at Nethercott Park. For community members who live next door in Huntingdale, the 
shade sails have been fixed. Thanks to the Clifford family for raising that with me. I met them while out 
doorknocking. They worked with me to raise it with the council and get it fixed. Members would be well aware of 
Baxter Close and Lambert Street in my electorate. After doorknocking a number of residents, I found out they had 
lost their No Through Road sign. It seemed as though someone had stolen it. I was very happy to talk to every single 
member on those streets. I doorknocked them all. After my request, we received support. We worked with the council 
and replaced the No Through Road sign. The families on Baxter Close and Lambert Street were greatly appreciative. 

We were able to secure over $11 million in funding for police and community youth centres. Mr Acting Speaker 
(Mr S.J. Price) and I share a fantastic PCYC community centre. It does great work in our area. I acknowledge 
Alan, Elaine, Julie and Francis and their incredible team of volunteers for their work. It was great to meet that 
community group, along with the Premier, the Minister for Police and the Acting Speaker when we announced 
that funding. The Gosnells PCYC does incredible work in our community. 

I presented a petition in this Parliament and I campaigned about the Holmes Street footpath. Members may be 
aware that Holmes Street, a key road in my electorate, has no footpath. There is no path on a key part between 
Goraba Court and Balfour Street, and nothing between Balfour Street and Southern River Road. We had a very large 
campaign, talking with the council and the community about trying to get a footpath built. There are two great schools 
in the area. Kids are falling off their bikes. Mums and dads pushing prams are getting hurt. As a result of the campaign, 
earlier this year the council agreed to build a footpath. I am very proud to inform members that in a couple of days 
construction begins on that footpath. That will mean the world of difference for so many families in my area. 
Again, I thank everyone who signed my petition and everyone who took action and got involved. Thank you. 

I now refer to the Riverbank estate. A number of community members have raised with me that as a result of new 
developers and the council taking over at different points, there are a number of gaps in the footpath. Where the 
footpath ended and the kerbing began, there were a number of gaps and people were getting their feet stuck. We 
were able to sit down with the council and resolve it. We have now filled in the footpath in front of three homes 
in the Riverbank estate, again working with the council and developers in the area. It is important to the people 
who live on those streets. It is important to the people who walk their dogs. It is important to the families whose 
kids get stuck in those areas. Well done to the council for working with us. 

I would like to acknowledge Caladenia Primary School for being nominated for WA primary school of the year. 
I received a beautiful letter from its principal, Ted Nastasi, inviting me to the announcement of the winner at 
a breakfast in a couple of months. I wish all schools well but I certainly hope that it is my school that does well. 
I thank Caladenia Primary School for inviting me recently to speak to 60 of its aspirant student councillors. At an 
election, 60 of its year 5 students stood for election. I spoke to them about the responsibilities of being a student 
councillor and the importance of standing up and being a part of the community. The student councillors were 
told that one of the most exciting things is that they get to have lunch with Terry Healy at Parliament. I said, 
“There’s no free lunch. There is a lot exciting and hardworking things you’ve got to do.” The culture of the school is 
why it was nominated for the school of the year. Sixty boys and girls who were running for election spoke for a minute 
each. Sixty young people wanted to be student councillors at that school. That is also reflective across my area. 

Bracadale Way Reserve in Canning Vale has been an off-the-leash dog park for some time. The community in that 
area spoke to me about the need for a dog park. A dog park had already been created but the signs had not been 
created for it. Again, I worked with the council in the local area and the local dog owners, and the signs have now 
been put up. We did not have to create a new dog park. All we had to do was find a way through the bureaucracy 
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to get some signs printed and now we are utilising a fantastic piece of land that was already approved for dogs to 
enjoy their afternoons. 

Probably one of my most popular Facebook posts was when I informed members about the intersection of 
Forest Lakes Drive and Huntingdale and Warton Roads. Some roadworks had recently been done on the border of 
the electorates of Thornlie and Southern River. It turned out they had placed some chevron signs there. Chevron 
signs are basically the arrow signs that point inwards at roundabouts. Builders had accidentally placed these signs in 
the line of sight at all four intersections. We were able to navigate through state and local government bureaucracies 
to get it fixed. We were also able to get extra gates. Park benches have been fixed. 

I was very happy to dress up as “Metronet Man” during Book Week at six or seven schools in my electorate. That 
was a very exciting time for me. We have had $1.6 million in funding for black spots in the Gosnells council area.  

I would like to wish a very special happy birthday today to Amherst Village Public Library in my electorate. It is 
10 years old today. It is a fantastic library where my kids go to rhyme time and dance. I want to say well done to 
a fantastic facility. 

In the time I have remaining, I would like to acknowledge Aimee-Lee Verrier, one of my former students, who is 
now at South Metropolitan TAFE. She recently won the wearable fashion category at the Future Runway event on 
the closing night of the Perth Fashion Festival. Aimee, I am always very, very proud of you. I am sorry you were 
stuck with me as your teacher since you were in year 8. I cannot take credit for your work but I am very impressed 
with what you are doing. 

A new alcohol outlet in Huntingdale has opened. It was a controversial development. The P&C at the local primary 
school has asked the council to install a soft playground and other works at the local playground. Because of the 
new liquor store, there is a concern there will be more broken glass, and some different behaviours in the area. 
I call on the council or the owner of the new store to listen to my requests and the Huntingdale Primary School 
P&C requests to add a soft playground and other safety measures in the area. It is absolutely important for that to 
take place. 

I also launched two new local campaigns before the Parliament of Western Australia. Members will be aware we 
recently took all the speed bumps off Gay Street in Huntingdale. I promised $250 000 at the last election to replace 
the notorious speed bumps on Gay Street with chicanes. We started building them six months after the election. 
About two or three weeks ago, the last speed bumps came off and a new group of chicanes went in. People love 
the chicanes. Members, you and I slow down; unfortunately the idiots do not. Speed bumps do not work. Now 
I ask the community to continue signing my petition to ask the council to build chicanes, not speed bumps, in our 
community. Some fantastic locations for those are on Harpenden, Bradley, Bullfinch and Chamberlain Streets as 
well as on Huntingdale and Furley Roads.  

I also launched my campaign to call on the council to upgrade bus stops in Canning Vale, Gosnells, Huntingdale 
and Southern River. It is my view that bus stops should be more than just a pole; they should be a seat, shelter and 
lighting. That means whether it is rainy or sunny, or dark at 6.00 pm in the middle of winter, those facilities can 
be used. Metronet will bring more buses and trains but I call on the council to use its existing and approved budget 
allocation to start upgrading the bus stops in my area. 

I am very proud and humbled to be the member for Southern River. Every day I thank the members of my community 
for electing me to this place. It is an absolute honour. I miss teaching but I am always grateful to the constituents 
of Gosnells, Canning Vale, Huntingdale and Southern River for placing me here. I hope I am delivering on my 
promises and doing what they want me to do. I also acknowledge that all the things we can achieve is only because 
I have some incredible staff in my office. I want to thank the long-suffering staff, Paul, Jacob and Kelly, for their 
work. I want to thank my family; my mum; my wider family and friends; my wife, Cath; and my daughter, Heaven; 
and, of course, happy first birthday to my daughter for next week. 

MR R.S. LOVE (Moore) [4.30 pm]: I would like to make a very brief contribution to the Appropriation 
(Recurrent 2017–18) Supplementary Bill 2018 and the Appropriation (Capital 2017–18) Supplementary 
Bill 2018. I notice a couple of items in schedule 1 of the Appropriation (Capital 2017–18) Supplementary Bill. 
There is $2.6 million for the Governor’s establishment, which is interesting. A lot of money has gone into 
the Governor’s establishment. How do we debate the Governor in this place or any money given to him? I do 
not think we are allowed to reflect ill on the sovereign or the Governor. I am not trying to do that, but it seems 
a lot of money to suddenly put into the Governor’s establishment. I wonder whether it was a well thought out 
program. Perhaps it was the money announced so that the Governor could do more in the way of advocacy on 
behalf the state. It is an interesting role to take up and I look forward to seeing some results from that investment 
by the Western Australian community. 

Down the list I see the Deputy Premier and Minister for Health has unexpected expenditures of $14 million. While 
we are talking about health, I would like to talk about a few projects in my electorate that together would cost 
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about $14 million that desperately need some direction. They are the development of the health centre in Dongara 
and the replacement of Mullewa Hospital with a more modern health centre. 

I will give a little history on the Mullewa and Dongara situations. On 18 March 2016, the previous government 
announced a funding allocation of $12 million for redevelopment of the Dongara and Mullewa health centres, with 
community consultation to start at the end of the month. That was in 2016. As I read the fact file, I see that 
construction was expected to start in the second half of 2017. That was part of the Southern Inland Health Initiative, 
a program under which a lot of facilities were built throughout the state. When the communities of Pingelly and, 
I think, Cunderdin also had these types of health services delivered to them, extensive community consultation 
occurred. Extra expenditures were arrived at to provide the types of services those new centres ultimately received. 
The communities were very extensively consulted to develop service models that suited the communities’ needs. 

I attended the first consultation that took place at Mullewa and Dongara in the term of the last government. I have 
to say that it was an abysmal performance by the persons undertaking that consultation. They left the community 
somewhat bewildered and dismayed about what was happening. I admit that that occurred during the time of 
the previous government. Subsequent to that, I took my concerns to the Minister for Health at the time and the 
WA Country Health Service and we saw a bit of a turning around of the ship in that regard. By the time we left 
office in 2017, still nothing concrete had been arrived at for what the new services would look like. The saga began 
there, I think, because there had not been the same sort of commitment to consult with the local community as had 
occurred in the two wheatbelt communities of Pingelly and Cunderdin about these types of development. 

The case of Mullewa involves the demolition of the existing hospital, which means there will be no hospital as 
such in Mullewa. Many people in the Mullewa community thought it was a backward step. However, I was assured 
at that stage by the then government that consultation would throw up a range of options that would lead to the 
development of a fit-for-purpose health centre that would enhance primary health service delivery into the district 
and address the unmet chronic health needs of the community. It was also meant to help minimise poor health 
outcomes for the residents in Mullewa and keep them in their homes longer. 

Unfortunately, we are now into the back end of 2019 and it is being reported to me from residents in the area that 
they are still not seeing much movement on what they call the hospital front. These residents are aware that the 
hospital will be demolished. However, there seems to be a lack of communication going out to the community. 
I have raised this with the minister and had briefings with the WA Country Health Service about what is going on 
in Mullewa. The community needs some communication now, I believe, about the long-term outcomes for Mullewa. 
The community is very concerned because at the end of last year, we saw the end of residential aged-care services 
in the town, with the closure of the beds in the old hospital. I am told that a flow-on effect of that has been a reduction 
in what is known as home and community care services offered in the area. At a recent agricultural field day, an 
elderly gentleman from Mullewa outlined to me, in no uncertain terms, his concerns about the level of health 
services and support for the local community that was being received. He outlined that it was leading to a drain of 
elderly people from the town; people in not such good health were leaving due to their concerns about the health 
centre. The community up there is very dependent on the hospital and the services provided through the hospital. 

I think at the time of the announcement, in the vicinity of $6 million was to be spent at each centre. I understand 
that that might have grown a bit, but people are still very concerned about the level of services they will get in the 
towns. What services will be provided at the new Mullewa health centre? The community would like to know when 
construction will begin, when it will finish and what the plans are for the services to be provided. They also want 
to know about staffing, because I am told the staff in the centre have been drifting away because they do not see 
a future in the town. Staff are leaving for Geraldton and other places. That is leading to a great deal of community 
concern in Mullewa. I do not blame them because it is now 2019 and before we know it, by the time anything is 
announced, it will 2020. Remember that this was originally promised to be delivered in 2017. We are now running 
three years behind time and nothing of any consequence has been said to the community about what it can expect. 

To go back a little, the primary healthcare demonstration site program that this was funded under was supposed to 
replace the older hospital network that required a lot of unnecessary wages and upkeep just to keep it open. It was 
draining the relevant WACHS district’s budget, when it felt it would be better off spending that money providing 
primary health care in the community to address the various diseases and chronic conditions that might be of 
concern to those communities. However, I am now very concerned that all we will see is the loss of the hospital, 
with perhaps even fewer services offered than were offered at the hospital. We have lost the now closed aged-care 
facility, and that was always going to happen in the town. We really need to get some clear indication on what 
services will be provided to Mullewa, when those services will be available and when this new health centre will 
get underway. I know there were some concerns and problems around, shall we say, some red-tape issues with the 
amalgamation of titles and connections to services et cetera, but they are all behind us now. We need to move on 
and get some certainty for the people of Mullewa who are asking for what people from other centres have already 
received: the delivery of an appropriate level of health services to their area. I do not think that is a particularly 
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outlandish request. I support them fully in their need for certainty and to get some services. At the moment they 
are getting a raw deal. That needs to change and some of the $14 million in this budget would have been well spent 
if it had been spent in Mullewa. It could have also been spent in Dongara as well, but Dongara already has a health 
centre, which will not be demolished but, instead, remodelled and expanded. That town does not have quite the 
same level of concern about the future of health services that Mullewa has. For the information of members, the 
Mullewa community has suffered a spate of power outages. For instance, over the last few years there have been 
days in the heat of summer when there has been no power and elderly patients and residents have been in distress 
and discomfort. Some of those issues have been looked at by Western Power, which installed some generators in 
the area. But this town has contributed to Western Australia for generations. If members were to look at the 
First World War honour board in the Mullewa Town Hall, they would be amazed at the number of people from 
Mullewa who went to war and never came back. That town has contributed to the Western Australian economy 
for many years. Recently, it has been somewhat neglected. 

When I first stood for office, I went doorknocking and was appalled by the condition of some of the housing in 
Mullewa. We addressed some of those issues, but the general contention over the area for many years was: 
“Mullewa is only an hour and a bit from Geraldton. If we don’t provide the service, people will just drift into 
Geraldton and we won’t have to worry looking after them in Mullewa any longer.” The member for Geraldton is 
nodding his head; he is aware of this issue. That is one reason why the Shire of Mullewa amalgamated with the 
City of Greater Geraldton a number of years ago. It realised that it needed to be part of a larger regional group 
to have a say. I pay tribute to the local councillors and some of the staff at Mullewa and, to some extent, the 
Mayor of the City of Greater Geraldton because there is still a focus on Mullewa as a community, but it probably 
lacks that voice that a small shire has. If we compare that with Mingenew or Morawa that has a shire and a shire 
president who is exclusively concerned about that community and voicing its concerns, it is easier for those 
residents to have their voices heard. I like to pay particular concern to Mullewa because of its status as a small 
community in that much larger greater Geraldton community. Most of the city in terms of population is represented 
by the member for Geraldton, but most of the city in terms of area is represented by me. It is difficult to get the 
focus on a town like Mullewa when, as I say, the attitude of regional directors of many services for many years 
has been to simply let Mullewa drift along, hoping that eventually its people will leave and head back to Geraldton, 
and then they will not have to worry about them. That is not good enough because the people who live there are 
just as entitled to services as anybody else in Western Australia. As I say, that community has made a very large 
contribution to Western Australia for many years and it deserves a fair go. 

I have been asking questions quietly of the Minister for Health. I must say that the minister’s office is very 
cooperative. His staff provide me with information and updates about what is going on. I have no complaint about 
that, but I would like to see some movement now. The time for talk is over. We need to get movement so that the 
community of Mullewa has certainty going forward. We need to know what services will be provided in the health 
centre and how the development of the suite of services will be influenced by community input. At the moment, they 
have no input. A high-level reference group exists for some health providers, but it does not involve the community. 
The community really needs to be consulted in the same way that the Pingelly and Cunderdin communities were 
consulted when we were in government. For those government members in the house, when these matters next 
come up in cabinet, I urge them to remember that this town needs to be considered and to have its needs addressed. 

Mr D.A. Templeman: I played against Mullewa. 

Mr R.S. LOVE: Very good. The member would know then that the Mullewa Saints is a very good team. 

I want to move on to another matter in this consolidated account. There is amount of $6.642 million for the Minister 
for Police; Road Safety. I note that the second part of that portfolio is road safety. This afternoon I asked questions 
of the Minister for Road Safety about Indian Ocean Drive and the need to do more to educate foreign nationals 
coming into Western Australia to ensure that they and other road users are safe. The minister quite rightly pointed 
out that most people killed on country roads are country people. There is a myth that goes around country areas 
that it is city people and foreigners who end up in these tragic events. Indian Ocean Drive is used by a very large 
number of foreign drivers, many of whom are from Asia, which is important to note for a couple of reasons. It has 
been promoted heavily as the—what is the term; is it the drive state? What does the government call its program? 

Mr I.C. Blayney: The Road Trip State. 

Mr R.S. LOVE: It is the Road Trip State. Indian Ocean Drive is probably one of the primary roads in the Road Trip 
State. Many drivers will arrive in Perth, get their hire car and take straight off into these strange conditions where 
kangaroos abound and people are on holidays. Some drivers are relaxed, but others are busily trying to get to and 
from their place of work or accommodation. There is that mix between drivers, some of whom are perhaps in 
a completely strange environment, still a bit out of sorts because they have come off a long plane trip. They hop into 
a car and drive up to the Pinnacles or the Lobster Shack in Cervantes. It is very popular with especially the Chinese 
to go to the Cervantes area and get some crayfish. It is very popular for people to visit the Pinnacles and many other 
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places along the way. That is to be encouraged. Those towns thrive on tourism; that is what they need. But some 
tourists do not speak English and do not drive on the same side of the road that we do, and in the case of people from 
China, they probably do not have an appreciation of the alphabet. I know that if I drive in Malaysia or somewhere 
like that, or if I am walking around, after a while I can understand the road signs et cetera because they basically 
use the alphabet. But when I move into Thailand where the more traditional Asian script is used, it is impossible 
for me to read any signs. I have no idea what they mean. I guess the same applies but in reverse for people coming 
to Western Australia from China. Again, I am aware that people from other countries visit too, but people from 
Malaysia, Singapore and Japan drive on the same side of the road as we do. The Chinese, however, do not, and 
perhaps they also find that they cannot understand any of our signage. For them there is a special need to do more. 
I hope that the minister takes on board the suggestion around using multilingual signage. I also think that treatments 
on the road, such as more arrows pointing in the direction drivers should be going, would help. A road safety audit 
carried out of the road from Lancelin to Breaksea Drive, the Two Rocks entrance, led to the treatments that the 
minister spoke about—road widening, the increased audible markers, the overtaking lanes, et cetera. Perhaps the 
road safety audit needs to be extended to include the entirety of Indian Ocean Drive, rather than just the section 
south of Lancelin, because these are very heavily trafficked areas. 

[Member’s time extended.] 

Mr R.S. LOVE: Very heavily trafficked areas occur further north as well. A lot of people go to the Pinnacles and 
the Lobster Shack at Cervantes, and other places further up. I wonder whether there needs to be consideration of 
some speed limitations on some of those key intersections, such as Pinnacles Drive. It might be a good idea if the 
ongoing traffic was alerted to people coming out, not fully aware of the conditions and the speed of traffic they 
will be encountering. I have the utmost sympathy for the families of the young people who were killed there the 
other day. It is a tragic thing to happen, and we should do everything we can to ensure that those types of events 
do not happen in the future. 

Talking about roads that need treatment, another road with a history of tragedy in my electorate is Toodyay Road. 
When I was first elected, I attended a community meeting at Gidgegannup after a very tragic accident that killed 
a young family. That was then in the electorate of the member for Swan Hills, when Frank Alban was the member. 
It was a very difficult time for that community. When a review was done of the number of accidents that had taken 
place on Toodyay Road, and the number of people who had been killed on that road, it was staggering. There has 
been some effort on Toodyay Road, but more needs to be done, and I urge the Minister for Police; Road Safety 
and the Minister for Transport to continue investment on Toodyay Road, so that the wheatbelt section of 
Toodyay Road gets further treatments, just as the metropolitan area has. As I explained, with Indian Ocean Drive, 
with the speed variations, I know that even after large expenditure on some key intersections, to widen them and 
put in turning lanes and slip lanes, et cetera, there is still an 80-kilometre-an-hour speed limit. Dropping speed at 
those intersections is the only way to do it safely. At the risk of enraging some of the people in my electorate who 
do not like restrictions on speed limits, I think it would be a very good idea on some of those key intersections to 
look at those matters. 

More generally, talking about road transport issues, the member for Geraldton and I are well aware that, since 
about 2015, planning of a sort has been going on for a major realignment of the road network from Dongara, 
through Geraldton, to the Oakajee area, and up past Northampton. The Main Roads website states that it is expected 
that consultation with the community on the development of that road network will be complete by mid-2020. We 
do not want to see that sitting forever, being an issue. Five years is a fair bit of time for community consultation. 
I do not know how many times Main Roads has been to the community in those five years, and what the level of 
consultation has been, but I know that some of the documents have been sitting around so long gathering dust that 
people have forgotten that they exist. I was talking to a gentleman at Northampton a month or two ago. The length of 
time that had passed since his first interaction with Main Roads was quite amazing considering that, at the moment, 
the town of Northampton has road trains coming through on very narrow streets, and there is a particularly sharp 
corner right in the middle of town. 

In the City of Geraldton, we are aware of a couple of times when road trains have come up to the traffic lights that go 
over the port link, failed to turn right and ended up down in the town, where there is absolutely nowhere for them to 
go. These issues need to be addressed. Geraldton has a lot of traffic problems with the North West Coast Highway 
running through much of its suburban and industrial areas. It cuts the town in half, and that needs to be addressed. 
I am not trying to speak for the member for Geraldton, but it is part of the same road network. Only on Monday, 
at Dongara, I was taken by some of my constituents to look at the situation with the Brand Highway, where the 
Irwin River washes past it. We could look straight up at the highway, and almost underneath the highway, it has 
been undermined. There needs to be some major road works. People in Dongara put up with the traffic through 
their town as well, when in fact all that heavy traffic should be moving well away from the towns and the populated 
areas, with a tourist and commuter route in the Greenough area between Dongara and Geraldton, and again to avoid 
the town of Northampton with the heavy traffic as well, so the town is not impacted in that way. 
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I have only a couple of minutes left, and I do not want to keep everyone for too long tonight, but I also spoke today 
with the parliamentary secretary for the environment about the situation at the Jurien Bay marina. That situation 
of ongoing fish kills is a distressing issue for the community. It is also leading to a very significant investment in 
a state-owned asset not achieving its potential. Apart from the distressing environmental outcomes, there is the 
economic distress for the area caused by the inability to develop that area around the marina as it should be, because 
it is not very pleasant to every year have a repeat of these fish kills, which are just awful. I have spoken to the 
Minister for Transport, and she is aware of the problem, and I have asked her questions in this house. I know that 
she is keeping a good eye on what is happening there, and I hope that we see some expenditure by the state in the 
future to put in place an engineering solution that we now know is needed to address this problem. It is not going 
to go away. Dredging does not help forever, and having little barges going around picking up seaweed does not 
seem to work. Putting in curtains to aerate the entrance does not seem to have stopped what has occurred. It is pretty 
clear that an engineering solution is required. That will require a significant amount of investment. I hope, in a future 
year, I might see a consolidated account statement like this one with some expenditures on it for the key projects 
that I have just outlined. With that, I thank the house for its indulgence and listening to me, and, I guess, commend 
the bills. 

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr D.A. Templeman (Leader of the House). 
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